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Intellect's QMS software is proven to improve quality operations and reduce overall quality costs by 40%. Our applications are designed by quality certified experts and can be easily adapted with our codeless platform and drag-and-drop technology to suit your exact business needs. Give remote access
to your computer, mobile apps, dynamic workflow, analytics, and reporting with a modern, easy-to-use solution. Applications include document control, employee training, audit management, CAPA, nonconformity, and more. Page 2 Created with Sketch. LinkedIn employs cookies to defer the functionality
and the rendimiento of nuestro sitio web, as well as for ofrecer publicidad relevante. If you contain browsing by ese sitio web, you accept the use of cookies. Consult nuestras Conditiones de uso y nuestra Política de privacidad para más información. LinkedIn employs cookies to defer the functionality and
the rendimiento of nuestro sitio web, as well as for ofrecer publicidad relevante. If you contain browsing by ese sitio web, you accept the use of cookies. Consult nuestra Política de privacidad y nuestras Condiciones de uso para más información. iReport Release 6.5.0 May 28th, 2014 The iReport team is
pleased to announce the new release of iReport: 5.6.0. iReport is available as a standalone application and as a NetBeans connector for NetBeans IDE 6.5.x and later. This version includes several improvements and bug fixes. Replaced JasperReports with the latest version (5.6.0) support ad
iReport/Jaspersoft Studio From version 5.5.0, Jaspersoft Studio will be the official design client of JasperReports. iReport will remain a compatible product in maintenance-only mode until December 31, 2015, which means we will continue to fix critical flaws in upcoming releases, but no new features will
be added to the iReport customer. Keep existing reports with the new Jaspersoft Studio! netbeans iReport connector Maximize customer relationships and not just transactions, with the Kangaroo Rewards loyalty marketing program. A fully whitelabeled solution, which allows companies to interact with
customers through personalized offerings and rewards, automated marketing, digital gift cards, personalized omnichannel experience and branding app. Provide you with the power to increase sales and customer engagement. To ensure the success of the program, a loyalty specialist is assigned to each
account to train and assist in setting up its loyalty rewards program. In Kangaroo, Customer loyalty is more than just a program, it is our business model. Our loyalty platform integrates seedlessly with Lightspeed (Lightspeed Retail, Lightspeed iPad app, and Lightspeed Ecom), Shopify, Magento and Woo
Woo systems Kangaroo is available worldwide in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. Page 2 iReport Release 6.5.0 May 28th, 2014 The iReport team is pleased to announce the new release of iReport: 5.6.0. iReport is available as a standalone application and as a NetBeans connector for
NetBeans IDE 6.5.x and later. This version includes several improvements and bug fixes. Replaced JasperReports with the latest version (5.6.0) support ad iReport/Jaspersoft Studio From version 5.5.0, Jaspersoft Studio will be the official design client of JasperReports. iReport will remain a compatible
product in maintenance-only mode until December 31, 2015, which means we will continue to fix critical flaws in upcoming releases, but no new features will be added to the iReport customer. Keep existing reports with the new Jaspersoft Studio! Download an iReport plugin for on NetBeans With an
intuitive web-based interface, device42 useful information on business infrastructure, with clearly identified hardware, software, service and network interdependences, powerful views and user-friendly interface, webhooks, APIs, and more. Lean on Device42 to prepare and schedule network changes and
reduce the MTTR in case an unexpected hack occurs. Device42 has what you need for maintenance, audits, license certificate, warranty, and life cycle management, passwords/secrets, inventory, asset tracking, planning and capacity budget, building room and rack designs... Download size: 66.13 MB
Last updated: 2013-10-29 iReport 5.5.0 release notes October 25, 2013 iReport Designer is available as a standalone application and as a NetBeans connector for NetBeans IDE 6.5.x and later. This version includes several improvements and bug fixes. New Features New Features and Changes:
JasperReports Library Updated to 5.5.0 Fixed Compatibility Issues with NetBeans 7.4 Minor Bug Fixes The plugin is available in the NetBeans plugin center and in SourceForge's New Features Overview This version in iReport Designer contains a few bug fixes for bugs found in the previous version.
Plugin is not subject to any verification Download size: 62.00 MB Last updated: 2012-10-11 New features and changes: Full support for JasperReports 4.7.1 Small Bug Fix Plugin is not subject to any verification notes: support announcement iReport / Jaspersoft Studio: As of version 5.5.0, Jaspersoft
Studio will be the official design client for JasperReports. iReport will remain as a compatible product in maintenance-only mode until December 31 2015, which means we will continue to fix critical flaws in upcoming releases, but no new features will be added to the iReport customer. Keep existing
reports with the new Jaspersoft Studio! iReport is the most popular visual design tool for the JasperReports Library and i Server (Business Intelligence). It supports all the most important output formats and virtually any data source. Here's how to install jasperReport and iReport on Netbeans 8.0. I don't
know if it's the right way, but it's how it worked for me, since JasperReport's plays have given me a bit of a headache because they didn't work for me, but in the end I got it. The first thing we do is install iReport on netbeans 8.0. This plugin in theory is not required to use jasperReport separately. This
plugin makes it easy for us to design jasperReport templates from Netbeans. We go to the netbeans page and the iReport plugins section and download it. There is none for version 8.0 of netbeans, but the last to be the 7.4 serves us. Once downloaded we go to Netbeans in Tools-&gt;Plugins &gt; and the
Downloaded tab. We give the Button AddPlugins and look for the folder decomported from the file that we have downloaded before, that of iReport. With this we have already installed the plugin and the main jasperReport library. In Tools-&gt;Options we can &gt; see it. Now we need to add other files and
libraries to the library for it to work properly. These files are a collection that I've been saving when I've researched how to install jasperreports, and they're with which everything has worked for me. In this link you can download it: LIBRERIAS FOR JASPERREPORT Now we go to the options of our
project, right-click Properties, select Libraries, click the jasperReports button and press the Edit button. We look for the files I mentioned before and attach everything and give it to save. Now let's do a test to see if everything works. The first is to create a jasper file, which is like a template. With the
iReport plugin for Netbeans it's easy. In our project, in the package we give you the right button and New. We have chosen Report and Empty Report. Screens open to Netbeans to design our archive. We'll keep it empty. In another tutorial I will explain :). Finally reads a small code that reads this report
(extension jrxml) in a pdf. The code and test project I have on this link so I can download it: Good morning. I am having problems with connecting the Ireports Plugin to MYSQL. versions are as follows. Netbeans 8.0.2 Plugin Ireports 5.5.0 Mysql 8 I have the corresponding .jar to my version Error : SQL
problems: java.lang.ClassCastException: java.math.BigInteger cannot be launched in java.lang.Long java.lang.Long
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